1~i1>1 where {Ai: 1 ~< i ~ n} are the eigenvalues of t~. This formula suggests that the entropy h(~) is an inherent property of the matrix ~; any "expansiveness" should be as observable on Z ~ as it is on T ~. Returning to the general case of a discrete abelian group G, one formula for the entropy ~ on F is very instructive:
?Z--1 h(t~) = lira limsup [--1 log/z ( .A te-JV)]
where tz is Haar measure on G and the limit is taken over a neighborhood base of neighborhoods of the neutral element, ordered by inclusion [1; Proposition 7] . Of course it is impossible to measure the expansiveness of a at the neutral element 0 ~ G but rather we should expect to measure the expansion in some sense "at infinity". More precisely, the correct dual notion is the following: let E C G be a finite set and let E~., = E -}-~-aE + "'" -~ oTCn-1)E.
• The author would like to thank Professor E. Thoma for his kindness during the author's stay at the Technical University in Munich, where the research for this paper was begun. 
where rn denotes Haar measure (i.e., cardinality) and the limit is taken over the net of all finite subsets E of G, directed by inclusion. It is the main result of this paper that h(~) = h(t~). Our first proposition shows that h(') enjoys properties one would expect of entropy.
1. PROPOSITION. Let G be a discrete abelian group, cx e Aut(G). 
(a~) = h(~z). (e) h(O) -= O, where O(x) = x, x • G, is the identity automorphism.
Before giving the proof of this proposition we turn to some examples.
EXAMPLE.
Let G = Z ~, ~ E Aut(G). If the matrix A of ~ (with respect to a fixed basis) is symmetric, we claim h(~) = ~IA~I>I log I A~ [, where {A 1 ,..., h~} are the eigenvalues of A. We sketch the derivation. Let E be a cube in Z" centered at 0 and having more than one element. For each positive integer n, E~,, = E + ,-1E + ... + a-('-l)E can be written as a union of unit p-cubes contained in E~.~: indeed, if x • E,,., then x e E + xl, where x 1 e ~-IE + "" + ~-t~-I)E. Since each point of E belongs to a unit p-cube contained in E, so must x belong to a unit p-cube contained in E~.~. Since a unit p-cube has 2" vertices, we easily get m(e~,~)
where E~,~ is the convex hull in R ~ of E~,n (viewing Z r C R ~) and/~ is the pdimensional Lebesgue measure. Thus we may compute h(a) as h(~) = lira lim sup 1 log IZ(EA.,~)
ECR ~
where the limit is taken over an increasing sequence of cubes in R r whose union is R ~. Now it is easy to see that A can be replaced by a conjugate C-1AC in the formula above. Thus, since A is symmetric, we may as well suppose A is diagonal If we divide by n and take the limit as n -+ 0% only those A~'s with I hi 1-1 > 1 will affect the result, in which case
We have shown h(~) = --~l~,r<l log f Ai J, but since I det A ] = I, the claim is established. We remark that with more work we could lift the restriction that A be symmetric, but since the formula will follow from our main theorem, we will not bother to do so. Since any finite set is contained in Eio,r for some (io, r), we have shown that h(~) = logp. More generally, M. Weiss [3] has shown Theorem 6 is true for any discrete abelian torsion group G, and in that case the finite sets E may be taken to be finite subgroups.
EXAMPLE.
Let ( 
Proof. If n, n' + Z+, m(E~.~+~,) = m(E + c~-lE + "" + a-(~-l)E + ~-~E -~ "" 4-o~-(~+'~'-l)E) m(E 4-a-lE 4-"-4-o~ (n-1)E)m(~-~E 4-... 4-c~-(~+n'-~)E) <~ m(E 4-." 4-=-('~-~)E) m(E 4-..-4-o~-('~'-l)E) <~ m(E~a,) m(E~.,,).
Recall that if {a~}~>l is a sequence of positive numbers satisfying a~+,, a~ 4-an" for all n, n' e Z+, then lim~+~ a~/n exists and equals inf, %In. The Lemma now follows upon setting a, = log m(E~,~).
Proof of Proposition 1.
(a) For any finite set E C G and fixed h ~ Z +, we have E~ ~ = E' where E' = e-i ~]~=o a-~E (n e Z+). Thus lim -1 log m(E'~%~) = lira 1 log rn(E~,~) n n n n = k lim 1 log m(E~.,~,~). 
~< h lira 1 log m(E~.,~).

Hence h(~) = kh(~).
(b) Since any finite set E C G 1 × G 2 is contained in one of the form E 1 × E 2,E iCG~finite(i= 1,2),weassumeE =E 1 × E 2. (c) For any finite set E C G, Proof. First we claim that XEm * Xe~ * "'" * Xe,(x) = number of n-tuples (y~,...,y~)eEt × '.-×E, such that x ----yl +y~ 4-'" +y,. This is easily proved by induction. Indeed, it is obviously true for n = 1. Assume now it holds for n=N--1, N> 1, andwrite
a'~-l(E 4-o~-lE + ... + ~-(~-I)E) = a~-lE 4-... 4-o~E 4-E.
Thus m(E~,~) = m(E~-l ~), and it follows that h(a) = h(~-x).
*"" * XE,(x) = f~ XE~ * "'" * XebEc(Y) xE,~(x --y) dy,
where n --~ N.
XE1
Now for a given y, Xe,(x --y) = 1 iff there is a y~ E E~ such that x ----y 4-y~.
X~ * "'" * Xe,_I(Y) : 0 if y q~ E~ 4--" + E~_~, and if y e E~ 4-"-4-E~_~, Xex * "'" * Xe,_I(Y) gives the number of(n --1)-tuples (Yl ,..-, Y~-a) e E 1 × '" × E~_ 1 with y = Yl 4-"'" + Y~-~. Thus is we sum X~ * "'" * X~,_~(Y) Xe,(x --Y)
over ally ~ G, the result is precisely the number of distinct n-tuples (Yl ,--', Y~) e E 1 × "-' ×E~ with x=y14----4-y,. 
Since m(2E 14-''-+2E~)
.. m(E,) 2 m(2E~ 4-"" 4-2En). sup~a XE1 * XE1 * "'" * X~ * XE.(x)
Because E¢ is symmetric, XE~ = )¢Y~, 1 ~< i ~< n, wheref--~ f ~ is the involution Proof. In Lemma 7 set Ej = ~-IJ-1)E, take the logarithm of both sides and divide by n; this yields [ i=l i=1
in LI(G) (f~(x) =f(--x)-for f~La(G)
In this case it is not hard to check that the claim holds.
(ii) E C G is an arbitrary finite set. Now the subgroup of G generated by E can be expressed as a finite direct sum of cyclic subgroups. Let F be the set containing the generators of each of the direct summands, F 1 be the torsion elements ofF, and F~ consist of those elements ofF having infinite order. Setpl = 1-I~F~ O(x) (O(x) is the order of x), Ei = F~ t3 --F~ v) {0}, i = 1, 2, and E' = E 1 v3 E~. There is an integer P2 such that ECp2E'. Set p ~ max{p I ,pc}. Since entropy is computed as a limit over increasing finite subsets, there is no harm in supposing E = pE'. 
re(rE) --~ mC(r --p~) pE~ + p~E~) = p~m((r --p~) pE~)
which approaches 1 as r tends to infinity by (i).
Thus, given e > 0, we can choose r sufficiently large so that 2 log m((r + 1)E)] re(rE) < e. We conclude h(~) ~< hi(e), and so h(e) = hi(a ) as desired.
If where log ~a ¢ >/log(1 --~). Since ~ > 0 was arbitrary, the lemma is proved. We now suppose that/1 is a compact metrizable abelian group, ~ ~ Aut(/'), so that the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy of a is given by the formula 
